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New Titles for Children and Young People
Allen, Jeffrey. Nosey Mrs. Rat; illus. by James Marshall. Viking, 1985. ISBN 0-670-80880-6.
30p. $11.95.
A hilarious read-aloud and look-along introduces someone everyone knows: the
R peripatetic snoop. Nosey Mrs. Rat does not mind overhearing and overseeing every-
4-6 one's business, but she gets her comeuppence when she tattles on Brewster
yrs. Blackstone's truant activities. He and his gang make a film exposing her favorite
tricks: Shirley Rat upside down in the garbage can looking for clues, and again,
ballooning her way up to peer into high windows. Properly mortified, Shirley flees
the scene and vows to mend her ways, sort of, in an anti-climatic ending. Marshall
maintains his flair for naively humorous expressions and silly situations. Mrs. Rat
using her special sticky shoes to scale Brewster's wall is memorable.
Anderson, Mary. Catch Me, I'm Falling in Love. Delacorte, 1985. ISBN 0-385-29409-3.
134p. $14.95.
Her mother's out of town, her father's recuperating from a brain injury, sixteen-
M year-old Amelia is wearing a cast on her leg, and she's not enthralled when her
7-9 mother suggests she see a chiropractor because she continues to limp after the cast
comes off. Amelia, who tells the story, quickly changes her attitude when the chiro-
practor proves to be young, handsome, and kind. Instantly in love, Amelia con-
vinces herself that her passion is returned but is gently rebuffed when she confesses
her love. She's surprised to find that a teacher at her school, considerably older, has
a crush on her. This has amusing moments, but it is weakened by the fact that the
side plot of the teacher is almost irrelevant, that Amelia's continued delusion about
the chiropractor's returning her love is not really believable, and-primarily--that
the amount of information about chiropractic that's introduced into the text as
dialogue or musing is burdensome as well as stultifying to the narrative flow.
D.V. Helpfulness
Ashabranner, Brent. Dark Harvest: Migrant Workers in America; illus. with photographs by
Paul Conklin. Dodd, 1985. ISBN 0-396-08624-1. 150p. $14.95.
An outstanding combination of coherent narrative and sensitive photography will
R take readers into the fields with migrant workers who, in many cases, tell their own
7-12 stories of what life is like following the crops. Using information based on research
* and interviews, Ashabranner presents facts with a personal sense of involvement that
lends urgency to descriptions of children housed and fed below poverty standards,
shatters some myths about lazy migrant workers, and yet gives a clear outline of the
labor, routes, ethnic groups, agribusiness corporations, and educational/legal
problems involved. The black and white photos are expressive and well-composed, a
few parent-child portraits classic in the Dorothea Lange tradition. This team, which
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collaborated on The New Americans: Changing Patterns in U.S. Immigration, has an
ability to project the people behind the data. Readers will learn to care about these
subjects and recognize the strong family traditions they nurture in the face of a devas-
tating system.
C.U. Farm life; Minority groups
D.V. Economic differences, understanding
Bach, Alice. He Will Not Walk with Me. Delacorte, 1985. ISBN 0-385-29410-7. 182p. $15.95.
Hallie's story is set in Manhattan where, inspired by the handsome minister on whom
Ad she has a crush, she responds to his television program about the need for help in a
7-9 Lower East Side soup kitchen and shelter. What other people see, Hallie refuses to
admit; one, that her motives are more related to impressing the minister than helping
the poor and, two, that the minister she wants to impress is delighted by television cov-
erage but seldom wastes his time doing any work at Communion House. If Bach wanted
to show the superficiality of some members of the clergy (some in the story are tireless
workers) or to show how infatuation can impair inner vision, she's succeeded fairly
well. However, this purposiveness dominates and weakens the narrative, which has
several instances of careless or florid writing, such as a character who smiles
"myopically," and an uneven pace. On the other hand, the setting is interesting, and
the characterization-varied, if at times overdrawn-may introduce readers to the
softer side of some street people.
D.V. Helpfulness
Benjamin, Carol Lea. Writing for Kids. Crowell, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04490-9; Paper
ed. ISBN 0-06-446012-6. 102p. illus. Library ed. $10.89; Paper ed. $3.95.
The main problem with this primer on writing is that the author seems afraid to get
M right down to the points. When she finally does, in the chapters on choosing words,
3-5 constructing a story, keeping a journal, and editing a piece, her advice is fairly straight-
forward, with appropriate examples. The first half of the book, however, is confusing
in explanations, overloaded with examples, and uneven in tone. One passage will be
babyish, as in the instructions for folding paper to make a book; the next will include a
quote from Victor Hugo, Saul Bellow, or M.E. Kerr. Much of the sample children's
writing is dull or cliched. Under "Display your affection without sentimentality" (in
writing about pets) is a poem supposed to support the point: "Everybody thinks she's
cute/Nice and small and sweet to boot/Never has she made me sad/Every day she
makes me glad." This, by a 15-year-old. Quoting a recipe doesn't seem a real help in
demonstrating informational writing either. Black and white cartoon drawings and
photos illustrate the text.
C.U. Writing for children
Brown, Irene Bennett. Answer Me, Answer Me. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-31114-1. 196p.
$13.95.
Bryn, eighteen, tells her own story in a novel about a search for roots. Her grand-
Ad mother, recently deceased, had never told Bryn about her parents and refused to talk
6-9 about the past. Bryn has three clues when she leaves Oregon to come to a Kansas town:
she has a birth certificate (with Gran as guardian) and a newspaper clipping, and the
knowledge that Gran had saved every penny of money sent to her each month for
Bryn's care. With this as capital, Bryn comes to Greendale to find out what she can
about her parents and their families. Eventually, in addition to falling in love and find-
ing a job, Bryn learns the answers to all her family questions and is able to feel that she
belongs somewhere. Adequately written save for occasional ornate or trite turns of
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phrase, the book has a situation that should intrigue readers who enjoy any variant of
the adoptive child who hunts for natural parents. Characters are believable although
not drawn with depth; the pace is uneven.
D.V. Family relations
Brown, Marc Tolon, comp. Hand Rhymes; comp. and illus. by Marc Brown. Dutton, 1985.
ISBN 0-525-44201-4. 30p. $11.95.
Fourteen rhymes culled or adapted from traditional sources and accompanied by
R miniature pen-and-ink diagrams of hand motions are set into soft watercolor spreads
1-3 that make this dually useful for reading aloud or remembering in situations where dis-
yrs. tracting entertainment is desperately called for. The illustrations are consistently engag-
ing while the verses vary. One or two seem artificial, but "Two Little Monkeys" is a
nursery school standby, and "The Church" a perpetual favorite. "Five Little Babies"
and "Five Little Goblins" will prove popular, the first for every day and the second
especially in preparation for sometimes frightening visits of trick-or-treaters. A fit
companion volume for Brown's earlier Finger Rhymes.
C.U. Games
D.V. Imaginative games
Bulla, Clyde Robert. A Grain of Wheat: A Writer Begins. Godine, 1985. ISBN 0-87923-568-3.
47p. $10.95.
In a writing style that is so direct and simple it is almost naive, Bulla reminisces about
Ad some of the events of his first ten years, when he was a child on a Missouri farm. He
2-4 writes about family and friends, about his dog, about the ways in which children
amused themselves, about his love for trees, and about his early unchanging desire to be
a writer. The book concludes, in fact, with ten-year-old Clyde's joy at being one of a
hundred children to win a dollar prize in a writing contest. This is bland in tone, occa-
sionally abrupt in topical shifts, and easy, if not exciting, to read.
Burgess, Gelett. The Little Father; illus. by Richard Egielski. Farrar, 1985. ISBN 374-34596-1.
27p. $10.95.
First published in 1899, this is the kind of arrant nonsense young children (and some
R not so young) enjoy. Egielski's strong paintings have an understated humor, combining
K-2 imaginative details with appropriate turn-of-the-century decor and costume. There is no
Ultimate Conclusion to the poem, bouncing in its rhythm, that describes a father who,
because he drank India ink, kept getting smaller and smaller until he shrank so much
that his four-year-old son had to use a microscope to put his father to bed.
Burleigh, Robert. A Man Named Thoreau; illus. by Lloyd Bloom. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN
0-689-31122-2. 29p. $11.95.
An intriguing blend of biographical fact and philosophical summary, this has more
R substance than its picture-book format might imply. The author has smoothly inter-
2-5 woven quotes from Walden, particularly, into a pithy development of Thoreau's think-
ing there, which clarifies his independence from traditional society and therefore his on-
going relevance to today's problems: "Read not the times.. .read the Eternities." To
have simplified concepts so much without distortion is a gift to the younger reader or
listener, and Bloom's subtly valued pencil drawings facing every page of text lend
further dimension. The list of important dates and bibliography are unusual features in
a book for this audience.
C.U. Philosophy
D.V. Ethical concepts; Self-reliance
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Carey, Mary. A Place for Allie. Dodd, 1985. ISBN 0-396-08583-0. 250p. $12.95.
A story set in the horse and buggy days begins in Nova Scotia, where Allie and her
R younger sister Gertrude live in a small community with members of an extended family
5-7 nearby. That's Allie's home, her niche, her place. A drastic change comes after the
accidental death of her adored father. Mother, grieving, goes to live with a sister in
Boston; the girls love Aunt Susan but hate the big public school where they are bullied.
Then Mother decides she will take a job as housekeeper, putting Gertrude in a school
and sending Allie to live with a childless woman who's taken a fancy to her. Cold and
adamant with her daughters, Mother refuses their pleas and so Allie arranges (logically)
their running away, back to Nova Scotia and Grandma. Mother is furious, but she gives
in to family pressure and the girls are sent to school together. This believable period
story has a sympathetic protagonist, a realistic treatment of coping with bereavement,
and well-defined characterization; the mother, harsh and selfish, is particularly well-
drawn.
D.V. Adaptability; Death, adjustment to; Grandparent-child relations
Caulkins, Janet. The Picture Life of Mikhail Gorbachev. Watts, 1985. ISBN 0-531-10085-5.
44p. illus. with photographs. $9.90.
Although the page layout is spacious and the typeface is large, the subject indicates a
R probability of greater interest on the part of middle grade readers than of younger
3-5 children for whom the layout and format seem appropriate. This is not outstanding as
biographical writing, but it gives a balanced account of the life of the new leader of the
Soviet Union and it also gives adequate background information. The tone is respectful
but not adulatory, the writing style is direct and fairly simple, and the authorial voice is
objective and guardedly optimistic. A chronology, a glossary, and an index are
provided.
C.U. History-Russia
Chorao, Kay, comp. The Baby's Story Book; comp. and illus. by Kay Chorao. Dutton, 1985.
ISBN 0-525-44200-6. 59p. $11.95.
A companion in format to The Baby's Bedtime Book (of poems), this focuses on tra-
R ditional "first stories," including fifteen of the best known starring the three bears, the
3-5 three little pigs, and the gingerbread boy. Only one, "The Boy Who Turned Himself
yrs. into a Peanut," has not been widely anthologized, and some of the retellings are overcut
or choppy, as in the case of "The Princess and the Pea." On the other hand, the book-
making is winning. The exuberant art offers delicate line work and sunny blends of
color. The varied page design is skillful and involving. Parents of preschoolers who have
outgrown toddler books without yet acquiring the concentration span for longer
picture-book stories will find this convenient and attractive as a collection.
Clifford, Eth. The Remembering Box; illus. by Donna Diamond. Houghton, 1985. ISBN
0-395-38476-1. 70p. $12.95.
A moving remembrance within a remembrance focuses on nine-year-old Joshua's
R ritual Sabbath with his grandmother, who each week tells him stories inspired by objects
3-6 in an old battered chest. Sometimes Joshua asks to keep an especially precious treasure,
such as the photo of Grandma as a girl, or the old sock stuffed with Grandma and
Grandpa's first theater tickets. But always Grandma replies, "Not now, Joshua, not
yet." Then the day comes when Grandma has prepared him a memory box of his own.
Just before dinner that night, after the story of her silver Sabbath bell, Grandma gives it
to him, leans back, and goes to sleep, never to wake again. Joshua, imbued with the
quiet strength and love that has grown over his years of visits with the old woman, lights
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her Sabbath candles one last time and phones his father. Although the movement of the
story is unhurried, there is humor in the quiet dialogues. The boy recalls his grand-
mother's response to his first drawing of her: "Well, at least you gave me four hairs and
not three." From such a brief story, the characters emerge full-blown, a warm portrayal
of a traditional Jewish family. Also a good companion read-aloud to Mathis' The
Hundred Penny Box.
C.U. Family life
D.V. Grandparent-child relations
Colman, Hila. Weekend Sisters. Morrow, 1985. ISBN 0-688-05785-3. 169p. $10.25.
A practiced and capable writer, Colman here describes a situation that will be familiar
Ad to readers of adolescent fiction: the adjustment to a new stepparent and stepsibling.
7-9 Amanda has always felt close to her father, has enjoyed their weekends, and is taken
aback when her mother breaks the news that Dad is marrying soon and that he will have
a stepchild of fifteen, a year older than Amanda. There's little here that is different
from other similar stories, except that stepsister Fern is a liar and a shoplifter. It is
believable that the more stable Amanda should forgive Fern's hostility and, rising above
the disbelief of Dad and stepmother when she tells them about Fern, should go out of
her way to help Fern shape a new path-but it's overdone; Amanda is just too good to
be true.
D.V. Ethical concepts; Stepparents, adjustment to; Stepsisters
De Armond, Dale. Berry Woman's Children. Greenwillow, 1985. Library ed. ISBN
0-688-05815-9; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05814-0. 36p. Library ed. $10.88; Trade ed.
$10.25.
A carefully designed book with handsome wood engravings features a double-page
Ad spread on each animal important to the Eskimo culture. One page describes the
1-3 porcupine and a bit of lore about it; the facing page depicts it in striking black and white
line and design work against a spacious white background. Unfortunately, some of the
story tidbits are fragmentary to a child unfamiliar with the mythical context, so that this
will be best used in conjunction with full-blown stories in a folklore unit. Readers will
then have a frame of reference both for the abbreviated legends (the loon's necklace in
five lines) and the fine, stylized art accompanying them.
C.U. Eskimos (unit)
DeClements, Barthe. 6th Grade Can Really Kill You. Viking, 1985. ISBN 0-670-80656-0. 146p.
$11.95.
Some of the characters from earlier DeClements books will be familiar to her readers,
R in a story that amply compensates for its uneven pace by the natural quality of the rela-
5-7 tionships and the dialogue in the classroom environment and by the insight gained
through the first person treatment of a learning disability. "Bad Helen" is what they
call her, and here she is still playing pranks in her frustration at not being able to read.
Tests have shown that Helen has the intelligence to do the work; her overprotective
mother refuses to give permission for special training because she does not want her
daughter labelled "dumb." Helen's father is wiser, and he takes matters into his own
hands, leading to a realistically optimistic feeling, as Helen works with teachers trained
in special education, that she'll improve. A serious subject is not handled so seriously
that the story is marred.
D.V. Age-mate relations
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Drimmer, Frederick. The Elephant Man. Putnam, 1985. ISBN 0-399-21262-0. 143p. illus. with
photographs. $13.95.
A victim of neurofibromatosis, Joseph Merrick was on exhibit as a freak when a
Ad young surgeon, Frederick Treves, first saw him in London in 1884. Grossly misshapen,
6-9 Merrick had massive bone growths and huge external tumors that crippled his body and
disfigured his face. Installed by Treves in London Hospital, Merrick was supported by
contribution, visited by royalty, and showered with gifts and favors from the many
people who appreciated his courage and the gentle sweetness of his personality. Photo-
graphs show the monstrous effects of the disease; these are pictures taken at the hospital
and included in most of the adult books that mention Merrick or have been devoted to
him. The subject is, albeit somber, one that fascinates readers; Drimmer has an ade-
quate writing style but weakens his book by heavy fictionalization; some of it is so
obviously invented that readers may not always know what is fiction and what is fact.
Dubanevich, Arlene. Pig William; written and illus. by Arlene Dubanevich. Bradbury, 1985.
ISBN 0-02-733200-4. 28p. $12.95.
This book is silly, in the best sense of the word. Pig William is one of those chronic
R dawdlers, dubbed "turkey toe" by his brothers but undaunted in his pursuit of stalling.
3-5 He chases butterflies, makes faces in the mirror, paints his body, submerges in the tub,
yrs. tells stories to his fish, and misses the bus to the picnic in Porky Park. Never mind; he
and the fish set up a game of catch in the back yard, the others return home after a brief
rainstorm closes out the picnic, and Pig William wins the day with his unquenchable
sense of play. The pictures elaborate Pig William's distractions; flat pen-and-ink draw-
ings filled with exuberant colors of yellow, purple, red, mint green, and turquoise are
often laid out in comic format (the text is entirely ballooned dialogue) but completely
without clutter. In fact there is a strong sense of design and pattern throughout. Details
such as William's rainbow colored coonskin cap and his fish, which resembles nothing
more than a pink baby Jaws, are as imaginative as William. Every child will recognize
something of him or herself here.
D.V. Cheerfulness
Fischer-Nagel, Heiderose. A Puppy is Born; written and illus. with photographs by Heiderose
and Andreas Fischer-Nagel; tr. by Andrea Mernan. Putnam, 1985. ISBN
0-399-21234-5. 36p. $10.95.
Color photographs of wirehaired dachshunds illustrate a text that focuses on the birth
Ad process and the puppyhood antics of a litter of four. Facts about the recording and
3-6 marking of pedigreed dogs are also provided. This gives information and, like any book
yrs. with photographs of baby animals, it is engaging, but neither the writing style nor the
photography is of the standard set by Joanna Coles' My Puppy is Born.
C.U. Nature study
Fisher, Leonard Everett. The Statue of Liberty. Holiday House, 1985. ISBN 0-8234-0586-9. 64p.
illus. with photographs. $12.95.
Most of the books that appear this year (see also the titles by Mary Shapiro and by
R William Shapiro-no relation-below) in celebration of the centenary anniversary of
5-9 the unveiling of the Statue of Liberty cover the same material. Since there was a great
deal of publicity and there is a vast amount of source material available, all of the books
give good coverage of the planning and execution of structure, the financial details, and
the celebration that took place when the Statue of Liberty was dedicated on October 28,
1886, a gift from the French people to their ally, the United States. Fisher's coverage is
balanced, his style forthright; the illustrations include more photographs than are in the
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other books, and they include some of the author-artist's distinctive scratchboard draw-
ings. An index gives access to the contents.
C.U. History-U.S.
Freedman, Florence B. Brothers: A Hebrew Legend; illus. by Robert Andrew Parker. Harper,
1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021872-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021871-1. 35p. Library ed.
$9.89; Trade ed. $9.95.
With the profound simplicity of a Biblical parable, this story of a man who devotedly
R raises his crops and his sons follows a natural cycle: the two boys grow up good men,
4-7 good farmers, and good sons. Their father divides his land and dies. One son marries,
yrs. the other does not. When famine strikes, each worries, the first taking a portion of his
wheat secretly to the other, who has no family to care for him; the second taking part of
his to the brother with so many mouths to feed. Puzzled by the fact that neither of their
stores seems diminished, they meet by chance on the way to each other's threshing
floors and exchange a loving embrace. "How good and how pleasant it is for brothers
to live together in friendship," declares a voice on high then, and again when the
Temple of Jerusalem is built hundreds of years later on the same spot. The story moves
smoothly through narrative and select detail. Parker's full-page watercolor paintings
facing each page of text suggest the persona without characterizing them. The daytime
yellows of the wheat and the shadowy night blues emphasize the natural cycle, broken
by the strange sky where the colors clash during the famine. Easy to read, without
compromise of story or art.
C.U. Religious education
D.V. Brothers; Sharing
Freedman, Russell. Cowboys of the Wild West. Houghton/Clarion, 1985. ISBN 0-89919-301-3.
102p. illus. with photographs. $14.95.
Historical photographs and a well researched text leave no doubt about the hardships
R behind the romantic mystique of cowpunching. In a style and format similar to Children
5-9 of the Wild West, Freedman describes the herders' duties on the open range roundups
and trail rides, their ranch and line-camp life, the clothes and equipment dictated by
their work, and the economic necessities that defined the job in its heyday, from the
1860s to the 1890s. There is plenty of information, inherently colorful without glamor-
ization, and it makes good reading. Here's a chance to swap some stereotypes for the
truly amazing facts.
C.U. History-U.S.-frontier and pioneer life
Garrigue, Sheila. The Eternal Spring of Mr. Ito. Bradbury, 1985. ISBN 0-02-737300-2. 163p.
$11.95.
After almost a decade, a sequel to All the Children Were Sent A way continues the
R story of an English child who has come to stay with a Canadian aunt and uncle for the
4-6 duration of World War II. The story is more serious and more cohesive than its
* predecessor. Here, with the bombing of Pearl Harbor and Hong Kong, there is a wave
of hysterical anti-Japanese prejudice and persecution. Sara, the protagonist, is dis-
mayed by the way her uncle's family treats wise, gentle Mr. Ito (the gardener who had
saved her uncle's life when they served together during the first World War), and she
secretly pays a visit to the Ito family in their bleak, crowded internment camp. Sara's
concern and her sensible compassion do effect a change in the attitude and behavior of
her family in a story that is dramatic, convincing, and touching as a narrative and quite
powerful as an indictment of war and the hysterical prejudice war can generate.
D.V. Intercultural understanding; Loyalty
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Graeber, Laurel. Are You Dying for a Drink?: Teenagers and Alcohol Abuse. Messner, 1985.
ISBN 0-671-50818-0. 159p. $9.79.
If the emotional pressures that drive adolescents to drink could ever give way to
R logical persuasion, this would do it. Graeber's combination of facts and profiles will at
7-10 least give readers pause as she outlines various reasons teens drink, the physical
symptoms of alcoholism that differ in adults and young people, the statistics involving
youthful mixtures of drinking and driving, family repercussions, and some directions to
go for help. The text is well organized for browsing but readable enough for cover-to-
cover attention. Particularly good is the coverage of variations in the effects alcohol has
on people, with specifics on the rebound effect that will disturb sleep patterns, for
instance. An appendix lists helpful organizations, resources, and treatment centers.
C.U. Health and hygiene
Gustafson, Anita. Guilty or Innocent? Holt, 1985. ISBN 0-03-002927-9. 150p. illus. with photo-
graphs. $12.95.
Ten famous, controversial criminal cases are paired to show differences in verdicts
Ad based on historical shifts, jury misconceptions, tampering with evidence, influence by
7-10 media or public pressure, and questionable plea systems. On the plus side, these cases
read like murder mystery fiction in the choose-your-own-ending mode, good for the
involvement of students reluctant to do their law unit assignments. By the same token,
there is some stylistic sensationalism that occasionally lends a lighter tone than neces-
sary to life-and-death issues: one man is described as coming home "to find his wife
very dead," with all the attendant lurid details. Nevertheless, there's no distortion in the
writing, the material is inherently interesting, and the issues raised important ones to
consider, even if motivated by a human fascination for gore.
C.U. Social studies
Gutnik, Martin J. Genetics. Watts, 1985. ISBN 0-531-04936-1. 118p. illus. $10.40.
In a book that gives basic information about some aspects of the science of genetics,
Ad the focus is on projects in genetics; the author, an educator who specializes in ele-
7-10 mentary science, has been very much involved with the preparation of projects for
science fairs. His material is accurate, but the value of the book is lessened by the poor
organization of that material and by the crowded type that increases reading difficulty.
Gutnik discusses different kinds of science projects having to do with genetics and
intersperses background information between such discussions rather than moving
from the general to the specific. A glossary, an index, and a bibliography are provided.
C.U. Science; Science fairs
Highwater, Jamake. Eyes of Darkness. Lothrop, 1985. ISBN 0-688-41993-3. 189p. $13.00.
This begins, dramatically, with the agonized ambivalence of a Native American who
R sees the carnage at Wounded Knee and is in despair. Alexander East is his name, he is a
7- medical doctor, and he has already had many occasions on which he felt sharp cultural
conflict. The story then moves back to tell of his childhood and youth and college years.
He was the boy Hakadah, brought up by a loving grandmother to love his people (the
Santee) and their way of life, to respect tradition, and to so live that he garner love and
respect himself. In many ways, the white man and his culture impinge on the life of
Hadakah and his people; he works earnestly to gain knowledge, but he cannot avoid
knowing the bitter facts of injustice. The central, major part of the story is stately in
pace and vividly detailed, a tribute to the good life of the People of the Plains, a sympa-
thetic picture of an Indian boy's growth and acculturation that is often touching. The
frame of reality of the (then) present is harsh, the contrast between the two a reflection
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of one man's sadness because he must forget the past and live with the cruel change that
has come. The boy Hadakah who became the young man Yesa who became Dr. East is a
memorable character, and Highwater gives depth and immediacy by writing from the
sad hero's point of view.
C.U. History-U.S.
D.V. Intercultural understanding
Horwitz, Joshua. Only Birds and Angels Fly. Harper, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022599-8;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022598-X. 186p. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95.
When Danny begins his story, he is at college and gets a telephone call from his father
R that tells him his boyhood friend Chris is in the hospital, close to death. The rest of the
7-10 book is Danny's reminiscences about their friendship and about Chris, who had a
hostile relationship with his father, who succeeded in his pranks because of his charm,
and whose addiction led to his death. Danny too had tried drugs, following Chris's lead,
but his happier family relationship gave him more inducement to stop taking drugs and
to get an education. This is capably written, and the characters and relationships are
drawn with depth and conviction; there is insight into motivation that gives the story
depth. What it lacks is pace, having a monotonous quality (due in part to a repetition of
kinds of incidents) despite the stark drama of the tragic situation.
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Friendship values
Jaspersohn, William. How People First Lived; illus. by Anthony Accardo. Watts, 1985. ISBN
0-531-10031-6.
How Life on Earth Began; illus. by Anthony Accardo. Watts, 1985. ISBN 0-531-10030-8.
How the Universe Began; illus. by Anthony Accardo. Watts, 1985. ISBN 0-531-10032-4.
All three books have 42p. and are $9.90.
Jaspersohn adheres to the first tenet of scientific writing by making it clear, in the
R first book in this group of three, that his description of how the universe-and our
2-4 earth-began is based on a theory. He does not make a separate statement each time
there is a distinction between fact or theory supported by fact, but the implications are
clear. Strong black and white drawings (in all three books) illustrate texts that are direct,
succinct, and informative. In the first book, the development of our galaxy and solar
system are traced from the "Big Bang." The second book discusses the chemical and
biochemical changes that arose from the first amorphous and gigantic sea of matter to
become simple plants and animals that, over millenia, took on such characteristics of
living things as reproduction and mobility. The book moves quickly through some
evolutionary developments to conclude with the domination of Earth by Homo
Sapiens. It is with the simple life of primitive man in prehistory that the third book
begins, and it describes the first settlements, the taming of animals and planting of crops
that led to a more complex society and some of the things that have developed in
recorded history: division of labor, specialization, communication, and (unfortunately)
war and other social, political, or cultural phenomena. The books are too brief for
thorough coverage, and they occasionally become hyperbolic, but they do a fine job of
hitting the salient features of some very broad topics.
C.U. Science
Johnson, Sylvia A. Wolf Pack: Tracking Wolves in the Wild; written by Sylvia A. Johnson and
Alice Aamodt. Lerner, 1985. ISBN 0-8225-1577-6. 95p. illus. with photographs. $12.95.
An articulate introduction to Canis lupus discusses characteristics of the species,
R habits of the pack, and various ways in which wolves communicate, mark territory, and
5-9 hunt. Concluding chapters expose false images of the wolf in human lore and detail
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modern methods of tracking and observation. Scientific without being pedantic, this is
full of engrossing, well-selected information and color photos of wolves in the wild,
with occasional diagrams and historic reproductions. A glossary and index will help
researching students, but most will find themselves reading the text straight through.
C.U. Biology; Nature study
Joyce, William. George Shrinks; written and illus. by William Joyce. Harper, 1985. Library ed.
ISBN 0-06-023071-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-023070-3. 30p. Library ed. $9.89; Trade ed.
$10.50.
Although he uses a lighter palette, the composition and the feeling of solidity of
R objects is very much like those in Richard Egielski's pictures for the Burgess book
K-2 reviewed above. This, too, is a fantasy about a person shrinking to tiny size, a proce-
dure that has intrigued readers since Alice tried the bottle that said: "Drink Me." Here
there is more contrast in size between the diminutive protagonist, George, and his sur-
roundings than in the Burgess book, and a story in which the text consists of a bland
parental note that is humorous in contrast to the wild action of the pictures. Example:
"Take out the garbage and play quietly," is illustrated by two pictures: in the first a tiny
George has harnessed his infant brother to a wagon in which there's a pail of garbage-
the baby is crawling and George is riding him. In the second picture George is standing
on the baby's head as they both frighten a cat into jumping into the air. This palatable
nonsense has a particularly nice integration of text and pictures.
Keller, Holly. When Francie Was Sick; written and illus. by Holly Keller. Greenwillow, 1985.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-05434-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05433-1. 22p. Library ed.
$11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
A pleasant book, brief and bright, and not very substantial, describes a day of an ill-
Ad ness so slight that by afternoon it's over. Francie has a scratchy throat and stomach
K-2 pain. Part of a day in bed, with a long nap and a light meal, does the trick. This hasn't
much of a story line, but it does capture the sense of being cozy, shut off, and coddled
that makes many children enjoy being slightly ill. The illustrations are repetitive, all the
faces having dots or lines for barely-established features in round pink faces.
Kirby, Mansfield. The Secret of Thut-Mouse III or Basil Beaudesert's Revenge; illus. by Mance
Post. Farrar, 1985. ISBN 0-374-36677-2. 60p. $10.95.
Strong in composition and delicate in detail, the pictures are nicely integrated with the
Ad text in a book first published in the Netherlands under the title Het Geheim van Toet-
3-5 Mu-Is III. This is rather impressive as a first novel although it emphasizes the fantastic
to the detriment of the realistic matrix; it is strong in humor and in the flow and polish
of the writing style. The story focuses on the erudite professorial mouse who lives in a
museum, is the sworn enemy of the museum director's cat, and perpetuates an archeo-
logical hoax that is swallowed in its entirety by the gullible director, who's a bit of a
poseur. It is probable that most children will enjoy the routing of the cat more than they
will the exposure to Egyptology. This is very close to very good.
Kline, Suzy. Don't Touch; illus. by Dora Leder. Whitman, 1985. ISBN 0-8075-1707-0. 28p.
$10.75.
Dan's the narrator of a picture book story that is modest in scope and intent, but that
Ad should arouse a recognition reflex in all members of the lap audience. Parents, siblings,
3-5 other relatives, and adult friends adjure, "Don't touch," adding such comments as
yrs. "My tools are sharp" or "You'll wreck my hair!" Dan goes down to the basement and
gets out his clay; he squeezes and punches and pounds (etc. etc.) until he's vented his
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frustration, when he puts the clay away neatly and makes a "Don't Touch!" sign to
prop against his newly-made clay ship. The illustrations are bright, clear, and of a good
size to use with a group.
Korman, Gordon. Don't Care High. Scholastic, 1985. ISBN 0-590-33322-4. 243p. $10.95.
This slapstick fiction from a popular young Canadian writer is based on a new stu-
M dent's galvanizing his blase New York high school into action by organizing support for
7-10 a bizarre student president who doesn't even know, much less care, that he's been
elected. The humor is forced through repetitive jokes and exaggerated descriptions: the
protagonist's mother is forever off to help her sister through various silly household
crises; school officials and situations are ludicrously overdrawn. Still, readers suffering
the slings and arrows of outrageous education will enjoy seeing it farced.
D.V. Initiative
Lens, Sidney. Strikemakers & Strikebreakers. Lodestar, 1985. ISBN 0-525-67165-X. 170p.
illus. with photographs. $14.95.
A veteran political writer and former union official gives historical perspective on the
R relationship between U.S. economic shifts and workers' struggle with management for
7-12 rights to negotiate wages and conditions. The best coverage comes with Lens' vivid con-
centration on select examples, as in the Wobblies' organization of the great Massa-
chusetts textile strike in 1912. At other points, the text offers an overwhelming
catalogue of important events and figures. The only aspect noticeably absent from the
presentation is migrant farm workers' ongoing efforts against large agricultural
monopolies. Overall, however, this is sound, up-to-date reporting on an issue that con-
tinues to hit headlines and raise controversy. The bibliography and index will be useful
for research.
C.U. History-U.S.
Levinson, Riki. Watch the Stars Come Out; illus. by Diane Goode. Dutton, 1985. ISBN
0-525-44205-7. 28p. $12.95.
Fine-textured, color-pencil art evokes times past and remembered here by a grand-
R mother telling the story of her own mother's immigration to America, with only her 10-
5-7 year-old brother to watch over her after an old lady supposed to do so dies on the boat.
yrs. After a strenuous 23-day voyage and a disconcerting health inspection, the two children
are met by their family for a joyous reunion, trolley ride, and homecoming, whereupon
Mama washes them, feeds them, and tucks them in for the first time after their long
separation. Although the story within a story framework is somewhat confusing, the
narrative is simple and understated. The illustrations harbor intense hues filtered by a
subdued blending of lines and framed by soft, buff paper. Especially appropriate as
accompaniment to a book like Rylant's When I Was Young in the Mountains (also
illustrated by Goode) for discussions of family background and ethnic heritage.
C.U. History-U.S.
Lexau, Joan M. Don't Be My Valentine; illus. by Syd Hoff. Harper, 1985. Library ed. ISBN
0-06-023873-9; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-023872-0. 60p. (An I Can Read Book.) Library ed.
$9.89; Trade ed. $8.95.
With a holiday motif, a classroom setting, an interracial cast, and a bit more plot than
R is found in most books for beginning independent readers, this should have marked
1-2 audience appeal. Sam is irritated by the repeated efforts of Amy Lou (who sits at the
desk in front of him) to give unwanted help and advice. Since the class is engaged in
making valentines, Sam makes a cutting remark in the one for Amy Lou. The conse-
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quent confusion when he mislays the valentine and it gets delivered to the teacher is
mildly amusing, and primary-grade readers should recognize the realism of the easily
flammable relationships within the group dynamics of the classroom.
C.U. Reading, beginning; Valentine's Day
D.V. Age-mate relations
McCall, Edith S. Message from the Mountains. Walker, 1985. ISBN 0-8027-6582-3. 122p.
$11.95.
The fictional protagonist, Jim Mathews, is fifteen in this historical novel set in 1826 in
R Franklin, Missouri, the town that was the Eastern end of a trail that went to Santa Fe.
6-9 Jim's friend is two years older; small for his age, Kit Carson wants as much as Jim does
to go west to seek adventure as his older brothers have done. Neither boy has permission
to go: Jim is waiting to hear from his father, who has gone trapping in the mountains;
Kit is refused permission by his mother and stepfather. Both boys plan to sneak off and
join a caravan. At the last moment, Jim finds a message from his father, so he lends Kit
the mule on which he has planned to ride, a verified fact that is the basis for the story.
This isn't epic fiction, but it's capably written and gives a good picture of life in a
frontier town.
D.V. Independence
McClung, Robert M. The True Adventures of Grizzly Adams. Morrow, 1985. ISBN
0-688-05794-2. 200p. illus. $10.25.
McClung presents a paradoxical but typical frontier hunter who both fought and
Ad revered animals, who treasured his own freedom but at the same time devoted his life to
5-7 capturing and taming wild creatures. Adams' contradictory character is well caught: the
crude humor, the occasional cruelty, the penchant for lying, along with the loyalty,
courage, and persistence that studded his actions. The problems with the book stem
from repetition of similar hunting experiences and from awkward writing, particularly a
noticeable overuse of gerunds to begin sentences, or the occasional clumsy phrase ("He
had seldom seen a man with so much courage and guts.") Nevertheless, the book is
soundly researched and documented, with helpful notes, bibliography, and a number of
old prints and woodcuts. It will have special appeal for boys who are tired of reading
about the honesty of George Washington.
C.U. Frontier and Pioneer Life (Unit)
McKillip, Patricia A. The Moon and the Face. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-31158-3. 146p.
$10.95.
In a science fantasy that is a sequel to Moon-Flash (reviewed in the September 1984
R issue) Kyreole and Terje, who have long ago left the primitive society of Riverworld to
7-10 join a highly advanced culture whose existence is not known to Riverworld dwellers, are
faced with diverging paths. Kyreole is going to another planet hoping that she will be
able to establish communication with aliens; Terje goes back to Riverworld as a secret
observer. Each finds an unexpected development in the planned mission, and both
realize that some sacrifice of personal goals will be necessary if they are to sustain their
love. Telepathic communication enables Kyreole to know that Terje is committed by old
ties to stay in Riverworld, just as he has known that her spacecraft crashed. Like the
first book, this is written with pace and consistency, has firm characterization,
establishes convincingly the double setting of the story, and deals capably with the
fantasy adventures that have a solid realistic mesh.
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McPhail, David. Farm Morning; written and illus. by David McPhail. Harcourt, 1985. ISBN
0-15-227299-2. 31p. $12.95.
Full-page paintings, watercolor and sepia ink, record the early morning chores of a
Ad father and his small daughter and serve as background for the minimal text. The paint-
3-5 ings are large-scale, useful for group showing, and they have the sort of action the lap
yrs. audience enjoys, as the noisy farm animals announce their readiness for a meal. The
story is told as a paternal monologue; it is slight and lightened by some mild humor. It
will probably be the appeal of the animals and the color and composition of the paint-
ings that impress young children rather than the story.
D.V. Father-daughter relations
Martin, Rafe. Foolish Rabbit's Big Mistake; illus. by Ed Young. Putnam, 1985. ISBN
0-399-21178-0. 30p. $13.95.
A gem for reading aloud to story groups because of its dramatic illustrations and
R simple text, this is an interesting Jataka variant of Chicken Little's assumption that the
4-6 sky is falling when it's only an acorn. Here, Foolish Rabbit hears an apple crashing
yrs. behind him and runs away to tell all the other animals that the earth is breaking up.
* They all panic in turn until Lion leaps down to put a stop to their nonsense. At this
point in the illustration begins one of the great all-time series of double-page spreads:
the first is Lion's huge paw spread mammothly wide, with yellow fur and white claws
gleaming; the second spotlights Lion's stern snout and glowing eyes, and the third, his
BIG RED ROAR as he turns Foolish Rabbit back to check the source of everyone's
fears. In fact, all of the art is striking and unusual for Young's delicate styling. Both the
pages and the shapes are oversize, with colors shocking in intensity, yet carefully con-
trolled for emphasis. In one spread, the angry animals are all represented as dark
shadows against a deep pink ground. At the happy ending, the colors mellow and blend.
Action-packed.
C.U. Reading Aloud
Mazer, Harry. When the Phone Rang. Scholastic, 1985. ISBN 0-590-32167-6. 181p. $11.95.
When the phone rang, it was an airlines official to tell Billy, the narrator, that his
R parents had been killed in a crash. There's a younger sister, Lori, and an older brother
6-9 in college, and the children's nearest relatives agree that they should be split up. This is
the story, perceptive and focused, of how the three work out a way to live as a family,
staying together despite the problems of role adjustment and their several patterns of
reaction to bereavement. Like most of Mazer's books, this has a strong narrative flow,
characters that are well-defined, and a positive conclusion that is sympathetic and
believable.
D.V. Brothers; Brothers-sisters; Death, adjustment to; Family relations
Meltzer, Milton. Mark Twain: A Writer's Life. Watts, 1985. ISBN 0-531-10072-3. 120p. illus.
with photographs. $10.90.
Within the limited format of this biography series, Meltzer has done a creditable job
R of presenting some of the complexities of a true non-conformist. The liveliest passages,
6-10 of course, are the subject's own: "It could probably be shown by facts and figures that
there is no distinctly native American criminal class except Congress." The second half
of the book seems more interesting than the first, as themes based on Twain's early
experiences are picked up and developed into a perspective on his work. Overall, this is
reliable background for those reading the still controversial adventures of Tom Sawyer
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and Huckleberry Finn. Historical photos and occasional cartoons or manuscript pages
illustrate the text, to which are appended a chronology and bibliographical note.
C.U. American Literature-study and teaching
Nerlove, Miriam. I Made a Mistake; written and illus. by Miriam Nerlove. Atheneum, 1985.
ISBN 0-689-50327-X. 26p. $10.95.
Nonsense verses based on a jumprope rhyme will tickle youngest listeners, who make
R so many mistakes but keep trying so hard: "I went to the kitchen to bake a pie, I made a
2-4 mistake...and baked a fly." This unappetizing prospect does not daunt our young
yrs. heroine, who goes on to walk the dog but ends up leashing a frog, approaches the well
to make a wish but instead kisses a fish, etc. Pen and wash illustrations capitalize on the
absurd surprises without getting frenetic. This is a good one to read aloud when every-
thing seems to go wrong and everyone needs a dose of humor to counteract the tension.
O'Dell, Scott. The Road to Damietta. Houghton, 1985. ISBN 0-395-38923-2. 230p. $14.95.
The story is told by Ricca, the adolescent daughter of a wealthy Assisi family. Like
Ad many other girls, she is desperately, passionately in love with debonair Francis Bernar-
8-10 done, an engaging young wastrel whose public displays of rowdiness and known mis-
appropriations of family funds are shocking to all the good, pious fold of Assisi. It is
through Ricca's eyes that we see the change in Francis, as he abandons material plea-
sures to dedicate himself to the religious life. We follow her to Venice, (banished by her
father to work as a manuscript copyist) and then to Egypt, where she acts as translator
in a meeting between Francis and the Sultan. O'Dell has a compelling style, and there is
much of historical interest in Ricca's story, but it is often difficult to see where fact ends
and fiction begins. The description of Damietta, besieged by Crusaders and starved into
submission, is vivid, as is the description of the pathetic outcome of the Children's
Crusade. When Ricca finally is convinced that Francis will never return her earthly love,
the story moves, shifting rather abruptly, to a faster pace to wind up the action. In sum,
competent writing of historical fiction is marred by a scope so ambitious that it weakens
the cohesion of the narrative.
D.V. Devotion to a cause; Ethical concepts
Olney, Ross R. Imaging: Think Your Way to Success in Sports and Classroom; by Ross R. and
Patricia J. Olney. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-31121-4. 94p. $9.95.
There was a popular song that urges listeners to "accentuate the positive," and
Ad there's been belief in the power of positive thinking for a long time. Here the authors
7-9 not only advocate such positivism via visualization, they provide guidelines and exer-
cises to help readers gain confidence for tasks or problems that lie ahead. Achievement
motivation is generally considered sound psychological practice; the two weaknesses of
this book about the procedure is that it may promise more than it can achieve without
professional (or at least outside reinforcement) and that it is, although not poorly
written, tediously repetitive. An indifferent index and a bibliography are appended.
D.V. Self-confidence
Oxenbury, Helen, comp. The Helen Oxenbury Nursery Story Book; comp. and illus. by Helen
Oxenbury. Knopf, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-394-97519-7; Trade ed. ISBN
0-394-87519-2. 69p. Library ed. $12.99; Trade ed. $12.95.
More humorous but less refined in both illustration and text than The Baby's Story
R Book by Chorao (above), this also features brief, favorite folk tales, from the "Three
4-6 Billy Goats" to "The Little Red Hen." Here the versions are slightly longer, but the
yrs. retellings are down to earth: Cock and Mouse declare "I won't," like a stubborn child,
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instead of "Not I," like a fabled figure. The page design is less elegant but more
spacious, with half-page, full-page and double-page action-packed watercolors, some
of which are quite funny. Both collections would serve preschoolers well for bedtime
reading.
Patterson, Francine. Koko's Kitten; illus. with photographs by Ronald H. Cohn. Scholastic,
1985. ISBN 0-590-33811-0. 29p. $9.95.
For over fourteen years Koko, a gorilla, has lived at the Gorilla Foundation, where
R she has learned to communicate through the American Sign Language. She had signed,
4-6 when asked what she wanted for a gift, that she wanted a cat; offered a choice of three,
the gorilla chose a tabby kitten. Photographs show even more than the text with what
love and gentleness Koko treated her pet, whom she named "All Ball," and they are
most appealing in the contrast between the huge black anthropoid and the tiny kitten
nestling so trustingly in her arms or riding on her back. Although this has interest for all
readers, the combination of the subject, the clear writing style and the excellent photo-
graphs should be especially attractive to animal lovers.
Peck, Robert Newton. Soup on Ice; illus. by Charles Robinson. Knopf, 1985. Library ed. ISBN
0-394-97613-4; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-87613-X. 112p. Library ed. $9.99; Trade ed.
$9.95.
Comedian Milton Berle has referred to some humor as "lappy," humor so obvious
NR that it's thrown in the laps of the audience. Peck's humor is lappy, with exaggerated
4-6 characterization, tedious running gags, a mixture of corn, pratfall, and sentimentality.
In this book, little Rob Peck and his pal Soup are Vermont Tom Sawyers with hearts of
gold. Rob, the narrator, makes sacrifices for another boy who is poor, blushes when-
ever he thinks of pretty Norma Jean Bissell, yearns for a BB gun for Christmas and
helps organize the annual visit by Santa. The action and the lappy humor may appeal to
laugh-track followers, but this fails to meet literary criteria for writing style, plot devel-
opment, or characterization.
Pierce, Meredith Ann. The Woman Who Loved Reindeer. Atlantic, 1985. ISBN 0-87113-042-4.
242p. $13.95.
A novel based on the husk-myth of an animal that can cast its skin to take human
Ad form traces the fate of a reindeer changeling, or trangl, brought as a baby to the lonely
7-12 young woman Caribou. Caribou raises the child but cannot bind him when he becomes
a man, nor keep his golden stag self from running with the wild deer in spring and fall.
Still, the power of her love draws him back, and because of his travels he is able to show
her how to lead her people away from a devastating series of earthquakes into a new
land. The love story is convincing, the dangers of the long trek suspenseful, but the style
is overdramatic, with much blanching, trembling, and throat-closing in addition to
unnecessary exposition, like "None of this could be happening." Still, readers of the
author's Darkangel will revel in her flair for odd romance and the sometimes striking
descriptions of a barren northland.
D.V. Courage
Porte, Barbara Ann. Harry's Mom; illus. by Yossi Abolafia. Greenwillow, 1985. Library ed.
ISBN 0-688-04818-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04817-X. 51p. (Read-Alone) Library ed.
$10.88; Trade ed. $10.25.
The author has proved herself adept at investing simply presented situations with
R emotional substance-here, both humor and sadness. The opening line is a grabber: "I,
1-3 Harry, am an orphan." Harry has found himself defined in the dictionary, technically,
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as "a person without a mother or father, or both," and it causes him some pain. His
father the dentist wisely pays attention and reminds Harry of the caring people in his
life: a father, aunt, and four grandparents, all of whom respond to Harry's probe with
loving accounts of his dead mother. In the end, Harry is able to write a composition
identifying with both parents. Although the theme is serious, the dialogue is natural and
light. Harry interrupts his father's work saying, "But this is important." "To Ms.
Miller," says his father, "so is her molar." The mother's adventurous activities as a
sports reporter are also an inventive touch. Bright cartoons give the text a spacious,
friendly aura but fall short of its depth.
C.U. Reading, beginning
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Father-child relations
Richmond, Sandra. Wheelsfor Walking. Atlantic, 1985. ISBN 0-87113-041-6. 195p. $13.95.
This first person story dealing with adjustment to an accident-imposed handicap
R begins when eighteen-year-old Sally is in the hospital. She's irritated by her physical
7-10 therapist, dismayed by a gloomy prognosis (she is paralyzed from the waist down),
worried and depressed. She's particularly irritable with Brian, the man she had loved;
she's comfortable only with Jake, a patient her age, although she knows he's reckless
and not always rational. The slow working out of emotional problems and the slow
progress from quadraplegic apathy to a measure of physical control are realistic and
vivid, as well they might be since the author had a similar experience. Readers will be
cheered to see the jacket photograph of the author, a beaming mother of two. Convinc-
ing, of course; dramatic, inherently; purposive, just enough to tinge the story with more
case history than narrative.
D.V. Handicaps, adjustment to; Self-reliance
Riordan, James, comp. The Woman in the Moon and Other Tales of Forgotten Heroines; illus.
by Angela Barrett. Dial, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-0196-9; Trade ed. ISBN
0-8037-0194-2. 86p. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95.
Strength, justice, mercy, and wisdom make these heroines the exception to the fairy
R and folk tale females so often appearing in anthologies for children's consumption.
4-6 Thirteen stories from as many parts of the world, including Asia, Africa, and Europe,
celebrate a Tartar warrior woman, a Lappland survivor, an Irish giantess, a Vietnamese
healer. The humbler their origins, the smarter they must be to survive. This collection
will not only prove successful in combating sex stereotyping but also stir listeners with
its adventurous plots and often poetic, sometimes humorous retellings. A find, either
for storytellers or for children, who will find the text manageable and the pen-and-ink
hatch drawings forceful. A selective bibliography includes the best of the few similar
anthologies along with some adult books analyzing sexism in juvenile literature.
C.U. Storytelling
D.V. Courage
Robinson, Nancy K. Oh Honestly, Angela! Scholastic, 1985. ISBN 0-590-32983-9. 114p. $9.95.
A lively, episodic story takes the unusual tack of depicting three friendly siblings of 5,
R 11, and 13 without losing its target audience. The tone is funny and the time Christmassy
2-4 as Angela, Tina, and Nathaniel cope with their mother's jury duty, their father's
absence (on a concert tour) and their collective determination to sponsor an orphan.
There are particulars here that could only be based in reality, so true are they to the con-
dition of childhood, as when Tina dutifully orders the least expensive thing in a fancy
French restaurant and must then make her way determinedly through a plate of eels in
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green sauce. These are nice kids, and the point of sharing is well made in short chapters
tailored for holiday reading aloud.
C.U. Christmas
D.V. Sharing
Roy, Ron. The Chimpanzee Kid. Houghton/Clarion, 1985. ISBN 0-89919-364-1. 151p. $11.95.
This is the story of seventh-grader Harold, who has been angry for two years, angry
M at his father for walking out, angry at his mother for her role in the separation and her
5-6 behavior since it began. He's a loner who's teased by his classmates, especially when he
espouses animal conservation. And there's the rub: the author is so intent on delivering
a message about this worthy cause that he permits it to dominate the story. Harold is so
sure that a laboratory primate is destined for death that he takes it upon himself to free
the animal. Although there's mention of the fact that Harold's deed is dangerous (to
himself, to others, and to the chimpanzee), he gains friends and popularity, he gets a
job at the lab, he finds a new rapport with his mother: he's a hero-despite the danger,
illegality, improbability, and the fact that his belief that the animal is to be killed is
based on error ("The Times article was written by a misinformed reporter.") and that
the lab is, in fact, a shelter, rescuing animals and shipping them to Africa.
D.V. Animals, kindness to
Rylant, Cynthia. The Relatives Came; illus. by Stephen Gammell. Bradbury, 1985. ISBN
0-02-777220-9. 31p. $12.95.
Gammell's exuberant, exaggerated color pencil drawings add to the warmth and
R cheerfulness of the text. Although Rylant's story is thin in plot (relatives come, hug and
K-2 eat and sleep and work and play, they go) it is robust in every other way: it speaks
vividly of the love in an extended family, it speaks humorously of the makeshift
arrangements in a crowded household, and it speaks wistfully of the relative pleasures
of the familiar scene and the change of scene.
D.V. Environmental concepts; Family relations
Sanders, Scott R. Hear the Wind Blow: American Folk Songs Retold; illus. by Ponder Goembel.
Bradbury, 1985. ISBN 0-02-778140-2. 202p. $13.95.
This plentiful but puzzling collection weaves original stories around 20 well-known
M folksongs. The style is descriptive and even lyrical, but the plots are contrived and
4-6 limited by the songs, whose real strength is in metaphorical flashes rather than fictional
development of scenes and characters. The tone varies successfully from comic to
tragic, but though these folk heroes and heroines are a mix of ethnic origins, they
remain stock figures. A possible read-aloud in families who sing together or in class-
room/group situations as a spur to children's involvement in folklore; read in
accompaniment to various songs, these could spur children to imagine their own story
accompaniments. The black-and-white illustrations are well executed, but it would have
been nice to see the music included.
C.U. Folksongs
Schwandt, Stephen. The Last Goodie. Holt, 1985. ISBN 0-03-005182-7. 165p. $12.95.
Track star Marty Oliver has come to the end of his senior year determined to be the
Ad state champion mile runner, what his coach whimsically dubs a "Goodie." He will be
8-12 the last, for his school is being closed down; significantly, the first "Goodie" in the
girl's program was Marty's babysitter, kidnapped from his house and murdered in an
incident that has haunted him since childhood. In packing the coach's files, Marty
comes upon a sealed letter that leads him and his father to solve the case. The opener
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here is gripping and the pace generally good, but the ending is a bit pat due to an unin-
spiring villain, and the style suffers lapses in imagination. The combination of sports
and suspense, however, will command its share of readers.
C.U. Physical education
D.V. Fear, overcoming
Segal, Lore. The Story of Mrs. Lovewright and Purrless Her Cat; illus. by Paul O. Zelinsky.
Knopf, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-394-96817-4; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-86817-X. 30p.
Library ed. $12.99; Trade ed. $12.95.
Very thin and always cold, Mrs. Lovewright decided that in order to achieve Total
R Cosiness she needed a cuddly, purring kitten when she sat toasting her toes in front of
K-3 the fire. The hulking young man who delivers the groceries and who appears periodically
* to toss in a laconic comment brings a tiny kitten that Mrs. Lovewright immediately
names Purrly. Alas, as this saga of a battle of wills progresses, it is clear that Purrly
won't purr, won't sit in a lap, and will bite and scratch. As he grows, Purrly becomes
harder to evict from the exact center of the footstool or the bed when he establishes
squatter's rights. This very funny story has no turnabout ending; it's Purrly Victorious
and Mrs. Lovewright who's tamed, although she does rename her obdurate pet. The
artist has that happy combination of just-this-side of exaggeration to achieve humorous
effect and a firm control of line and space; he endows each of his characters with a
distinct personality that is in judicious accord with the text.
Sewall, Marcia, ad. Ridin' That Strawberry Roan; ad. and illus. by Marcia Sewall. Viking, 1985.
ISBN 0-670-80623-4. 29p. $9.95.
Based on a song in the grand old western tradition of tall tales, this recounts with
R first-person rhyming couplets how the narrator accepts the challenge of taming an outlaw
4-6 horse. From start to finish, the bronco is star. "His legs is all spavined, he's got pigeon
yrs. toes,/Little pin eyes, and a long Roman nose." He's also got a sense of humor. After a
wild ride in the sky, "he turns inside out and he swallers his hide," ending our hero's ten-
dollar ride. Not great poetry, but it has a breezy ebullience well matched by the water-
color paintings, which are fresh, cheerful, and unsentimental. Colloquial and action-
packed, this will serve to balance some of the precious picture-book fare on the market.
C.U. The West (unit)
Shapiro, Mary J. How They Built the Statue of Liberty; illus. by Huck Scarry. Random House,
1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-394-96957-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-86957-5. 61p. Library ed.
$9.99; Trade ed. $9.95.
Like the Fisher book reviewed above, this gives the background information that
R explains how the statue was conceived and financed, but the emphasis here is on the
5-9 details of construction, a process that will have special appeal to some readers. The
oversize pages give Scarry ample opportunity for wonderfully detailed drawings, excel-
lent pencil sketches with full captions, that show steps in the several stages of building
models of the original sculpture, casting parts, and putting all the huge pieces together
on what was then called Bedloe's Island, now Liberty Island. Statistics about the struc-
ture are provided at the back of the book. There is no index, but that seems no weakness
given the approach used by the author and illustrator.
C.U. History--U.S.
Shapiro, William E. The Statue of Liberty. Watts, 1985. ISBN 0-531-10047-2. 66p. illus. $9.40.
Compact but comprehensive, this is more like the Fisher text in coverage than like the
book above. This, too, gives broad and balanced coverage, including information on
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R the conception and execution of the statue, the financing, the publicity, the symbolism
5-9 of the statue, and the details about tourism and renovation that bring the account of a
century up to date. The writing style is a bit florid but not to the point of aggravation.
Statistics, a chronology, and an index are appended.
C.U. History-U.S.
Siegal, Aranka. Grace in the Wilderness: After the Liberation, 1945-1948. Farrar, 1985. ISBN
0-374-32760-2. 220p. $12.95.
This is very much a sequel to the author's award-winning Upon the Head of the Goat,
R which dealt with the tightening of the Nazi noose around a Hungarian family and ended
8-12 with the narrator's boarding a train to Auschwitz. A great many names depend on the
first book for introduction, and there is sometimes a confusing lack of selection or
emphasis in detailing Piri and her sister's postwar recovery in Sweden. Nevertheless, as
documentary history the book succeeds in forcing a reader through the feelings of con-
fusion, displacement, and constant reminders of pain amidst sudden plenty. The latter
is the strongest aspect of the book, with memories of concentration camp experiences
surfacing suddenly as the survivor admits them; this narrative process is much more
subtle and telling than a direct account would have been and demands a different kind
of involvement from readers. Despite the dense style and occasional lack of direction,
the subject has inherent appeal and the portrayals, especially of the two sisters bonded
by tragedy, have strong impact.
C.U. World War II (Unit); History-Jews
D.V. Adaptability; Courage
Simon, Seymour. The Basic Book; illus. by Barbara and Ed Emberley. Crowell, 1985. Library
ed. ISBN 0-690-04473-9; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04472-0.
Bits and Bytes: A Computer Dictionary for Beginners; illus. by Barbara and Ed
Emberley. Crowell, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04475-5; Trade ed. ISBN
0-690-04474-7. (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Science Books). Both books have 30p. and
are: Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.50.
Although the explanations in each of these continuations of Simon's Let's-Read-and-
M Find-Out computer books are fairly clear, there are conceptual and format problems in
1-3 both. The first would have been much easier to follow without the superficial story line
and cluttered graphics; on some pages the eye is trying to follow several separate boxes
of information at once, and the cartoon bugs and robots don't help any. The page
design in Bits and Bytes is simpler, but the alphabetical arrangement necessarily pre-
cludes the most logical organization of concepts so that some terms are introduced
before their use is clear. The reader unfamiliar with the terms must then flip back and
forth to fully understand their context. Like some sophisticated alphabet books, these
will serve the beginner less than the reader who knows a bit but needs fortification.
C.U. Science
Simon, Seymour. Jupiter. Morrow, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-05897-7; Trade ed. ISBN
0-688-05796-9.
Saturn. Morrow, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-05799-3; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05798-5.
Both books have 27p.; illus. with photographs; Library ed. $11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
Similar in format to Simon's outstanding Earth: Our Planet in Space and The Moon,
R this has the additional feature of color in the striking photographic illustrations and
2-4 more complex coverage in the text. The facts are presented scientifically and the descrip-
tions vividly. If there is any criticism of the books, it might be that they could have been
combined more effectively for contrast, comparison, and organizing principles of the
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solar system background. As it is, the travelogue of moons belonging to each planet is
mind-boggling, and the pictures are like a fireworks display. It is sometimes hard to
relate to a temperature of 250° below zero, Jupiter's atmospheric average, or for that
matter, to the 50,000 heat at its center; or the more than doubling of any weight on
that planet; or Saturn's 150-thousand-mile ring system; or its 20-plus moons. Though
not always set into a larger scientific context, the information here will nevertheless
expand children's awareness and beyond that, convey a sense of awe at natural wonders.
C.U. Astronomy
Stolz, Mary Slattery. Quentin Corn; illus. by Pamela Johnson. Godine, 1985. ISBN 0-87923-553-5.
122p. $11.95.
Soft, almost hazy pencil drawings illustrate a fantasy that is smoothly meshed with its
R realistic matrix, that has an appealing hero, a quietly pervasive humor, and a wonder-
4-6 fully controlled style and development. Finding his life tedious, the pig who names him-
self Quentin Corn decides to try passing as a man; with adults, Quentin quickly estab-
lishes his new identity and becomes a working member of a small-town community-
but there are exceptions. Emily knows, and is Quentin's protective friend; Pete knows,
and regards Quentin as his enemy. There is a consistent logic within the illogical para-
meters of the story, which is funny, touching, and entertaining.
Strieber, Whitley. Wolf of Shadows. Knopf, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-394-97224-4; Trade ed.
ISBN 0-394-87224-X. 105p. Library ed. $9.99; Trade ed. $9.95.
Grim but intriguing, this describes the aftermath of a nuclear holocaust from the
R point of view of a wolf determined to lead his pack south of the unnatural winter. Join-
6-9 ing the wolves in their struggle to survive is an animal ethologist who has escaped from a
Minnesota town and managed to keep one of her children alive. While the realities of
such a situation are pure conjecture, Streiber (the co-author of Warday) has made his
scenes convincing with a mixture of scientific detail and fictional development. He
never breaks voice with the wolf, yet portrays the humans vividly. Brief, tough, and
thought-provoking fare, especially for junior high discussion groups who can talk out
the depressing ramifications.
C.U. Ecology
D.V. Environmental concepts; Resourcefulness
Vesey, A. The Princess and the Frog; written and illus. by A. Vesey. Atlantic, 1985. ISBN
0-87113-038-6. 28p. $13.95.
As in most major con jobs, the victim here wants desperately to be duped. When the
R princess comes home with a squishy frog that has retrieved her golden ball, the queen sees
K-3 the opportunity for a rich and handsome prince for her seventh daughter ("There are
not many rich and handsome princes left") and insists that the frog be extended every
courtesy of cuisine and entertainment. Time passes and tempers fray, for the frog is
extremely demanding. Finally the queen remembers there was a kiss involved, and the
princess forces herself with a peck on his head, only to find that the frog remains a frog,
and a married one to boot, with numerous offspring waiting to move into the palace.
Children familiar with the Grimm version will enjoy this spoof. It has funny lines
("Pond life has its limitations") and spacious, full-color paintings with a Victorian cast,
also farcical; the stone lions that guard the palace stick out their tongues at each other in
permanent poses of irreverence.
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Lily Snow is far more down to earth than her parents, whose
idle dreams have advanced the family absolutely nowhere. When
the Snow's inherit some property in Florida-which is not the
bounty they all hope for-it is up to 14-year-old Lily to make the
dreams any of them might have come true.
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The stable family remains central to the aspirations
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family's changing forms, functions, and associated
ideals. The authors draw on a wide range of
historical research to examine what these changes
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in this superb introduction." - Gerald L. Soliday,
Journal of Family History
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One special day in the life
of a new fairy heroine.
NATA
by Helen V Griffith
illustrated by Nancy Tafuri
Nata is almost always good, but one June day she is
unusually bad. She tangles the spider's web, teases the bees,
and ties the cricket's feelers in a knot. Her friends are puzzled
and worried. Only the toad remembers what special excitement
the first day of summer always holds for Nata...
Helen V Griffith and Nancy Tafuri, a Caldecott Honor
Medalist, create a new fairy tale classic: a gentle, humorous,
moving story of friendship, loyalty, and change.
Ages 5-8. TR $11.75/0-688-04976-1; LE $11.88/0-688-04977-X
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Child Development
Research and Social Policy
Volume 1
Edited by Harold W Stevenson and Alberta E. Siegel
To a child, family and school seem to be the shaping forces of life. But forces
outside the family and school affect children's development and growth.
Policymakers, teachers, and health professionals need the latest findings in
child development research if they are to create programs that nurture children.
This volume, the first in a series commissioned by the Committee on Social
Policy of the Society for Research in Child Development, highlights research on
important contemporary social issues:
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needs this volume
1984 LC: 84-50197 520 p. Cloth $30 (ISBN: 0-226-77396-5)
Paper $15 (ISBN: 0-226-77397-3)
TO ORDER: Send check, purchase order, or complete charge card
(Visa or MasterCard) information to The University of Chicago Press,
Journals Division, P.O. Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637.
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Exploring such topics as training in adolescent psychiatry, the parenting
alliance and adolescence, death anxiety, and self-immolation and suicide.
AP12 features 34 articles by some of the world's leading psychiatrists
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on countertransference responses to adolescents, and psychotherapeutic
issues in the treatment of adolescents and youth.
*Members of the ASAP receive this volume as part of their 1986 dues.
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Vivian Gussin Paley
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